Applying AI to enhance our collective EI:

Shining a light on trauma narratives
Nirit Pisano, Ph.D.
“I hope to start 2022 lighter and unencumbered by the weight of past
trauma as I honor the fact that I am a work in progress.”
“I just need a tiny bit to get me through the dark place today. PTSD is a
hard battle to fight, but I know with prayers and your support I can do it.”
“I have PTSD nightmares every night of the most traumatic experience
of my life…”
“Being a watered-down version of yourself to make others feel comfortable
is a trauma response.”

A flare up of trauma narratives
It may not be the typical engagement we anticipate on social media, and yet here it is,
unfolding before us: online conversations about personal trauma and lingering “trauma
responses” have become pervasive, accompanying the mental health crisis – and mental
health awareness – triggered by the pandemic. Cognovi Emotion AI is tracking the eruption
of online trauma communications, highlighting the possible role of artificial intelligence in
understanding public needs, protective strategies, and clinical implications.
A search for “PTSD,” “trauma,” “post-traumatic stress,” and “acute stress” on social media
captures a shifting tide in trauma-related communications in the United States. While the
pre-pandemic year of 2019 brought in 3.2 million English language conversations about
trauma, 2021 witnessed an escalation to 5.2 million corresponding posts. The subject
remained highly and consistently impassioned over time: in 2019, 68% of conversations
reverberated with emotion, and this number held steady at 71% in 2021. The predominant
emotions sparked by the topic were persistently sadness and fear, regardless of time,
gender, location, or virality of the post.
Particularly notable are the personal depictions of trauma and their lingering effects on
individuals: 3,500 revelations about specific traumatic experiences in all of 2019 spiraled to
almost 77,000 disclosures in 2021. While only 49% of the 2019 posts were emotional, 70%
of the 2021 communications generated an emotional undertone, indicating an enhanced
emotional fluency and candidness surrounding this content. Processing, chronicling, and
sharing our traumatic experiences seems to have become a part of the public discourse.

The place of social media
Systemic discussions of social media often warn of the dangers of online platforms, as
they proliferate unrealistic images that emphasize singular accomplishments, filtered
perspectives, and colorful moments in time. These images may be taken out of context,
abandoning more complex, less glamorous realities beyond the snapshot. Social media
has been linked to worsening self-esteem, for example amongst teenage girls, given the
self-deprecating and perfection-seeking tendencies it breeds.
And yet, social media platforms continually thrive on account of their offerings, providing
an outlet for self-expression, free access to a largely unfiltered stream of content, and a
space for interpersonal connection to combat loneliness and isolation. The height of the
pandemic unsurprisingly saw more individuals turn to these platforms, as networks
distributed Covid-related updates and resources when few existed. Less expected was the
evolving role of social media as a forum for collective healing, and the current explosion of
trauma narratives suggests precisely this trend.

Speaking the unspeakable
The unspeakable nature of trauma often becomes a key obstacle to recovery, wreaking
havoc alongside and beyond the event itself. Quiet pleas for help, or frantic gestures
conveyed through physical symptoms, signal an unverbalized wound that is pressing to be
seen. Linking words to indescribable experience and breaking the numbing pattern of
silence is a central component of trauma work. When this testimony unfolds within a
group, its members can help facilitate the reconstruction of safety and belonging. A virtual,
undefined group may likewise hold influence:

“Don’t be ashamed of a trauma response, you are still valid either way!”
“With time and acceptance, the pain and trauma response will subside,
and it sounds like you’re already on the right path.”
“I love you and definitely feel this. I hope the trauma response
settles down soon.”
“It’s been such a traumatizing year for me personally and whenever I’m
feeling down I know I can always come here to be happier.”
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motion A is revealing its place in creating meaning of emotional stressors, fluctuations,

and interventions. As people courageously and painstakingly construct their trauma
narrative in
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, let s celebrate their communication, both for its content and for the
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process of having arrived there. n recognizing the public s emotional experience as it
unfolds, we bear witness to individual empowerment, foster social connection, and
enhance our collective emotional intelligence.

